Online, Mobile, Network & Physical - Securing the Spectrum
To balance security needs of online, mobile, network and physical information, you have to consider both data and documents. Most security administrators are well aware that data needs to be protected and secure. However, many times
we see less concern around documents.
Credit unions generate and store millions of documents. Whether they are electronic documents or physical paper, they
can contain sensitive information like credit card or driver's license numbers. Often stored on network drives or physical
files, they are vulnerable to loss, theft and disasters. Some documents may be managed in a document management
system, but they often aren't strong, enterprise-class software that can eliminate vulnerable paper documents across a
credit union and make all necessary documents securely available on your network, online or on a mobile device.
With a strong enterprise content management (ECM) solution, documents and data are managed securely, with granular levels of security down to the single user or document level. You'll also be able to further protect your documentation
by storing it in an encrypted format. With documents securely managed, you can then also make them available online
or on a mobile device with confidence.
When prioritizing these channels, credit unions have to maintain the flexibility to offer employees and members the data
and documents they need online and on mobile devices,
while still keeping information safe.
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